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CONFUSION
Inside the space door, the man in the black cloak walked out quietly.

His gaze swept across, and he glanced at his surroundings.

The wooden door from the city of Yali was wrapped in black silk
threads and placed in the center of a room of about ten square
meters.

The man in the black cloak walked out from the open space on the
side of the wooden door.

However, even if the space was opened, the entire underground
containment room remained silent, and no one noticed that anyone
had entered the underground containment room.

The man in the black cloak glanced at the black wooden door, then
paused slightly, the ** eyes under the hood narrowed slightly,
revealing a look of uncertainty.

He always felt that the Black Abyss Demon Gate was different from
before, and seemed to have become a lot weaker, but it was difficult
for him to perceive what was the reason.

The man in the black cloak didn't have time to think about it, he took
a deep breath, and then lightly tapped the black silk thread on the
Black Abyss Demon Gate.

There are dark flames burning on the black silk thread, and the
flames are silent and without fluctuations.

Soon, the black thread melted and dissipated, and the Black Abyss
Demon Gate was freed.
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The man in the black cloak closed the previous space door with his
hands. At the moment the space door closed, the wooden door that
was previously located in the small world appeared in the room.

The two wooden doors are put together, they look exactly the same.

The man in the black cloak stretched out his hand and put the two
wooden doors together. After that, there were wisps of black mist on
the two wooden doors, wrapping them inside, and then they seemed
to melt, gradually forming a wooden door.

The whole process was silent, and there was no movement.

After the two wooden doors are combined into one, there are some
complex and mysterious strange patterns on the wooden door. Most
people just look at these patterns, I am afraid they will fall into
strange fear.

The man in the black cloak gently twisted the handle of the wooden
door and opened the door.

The next moment, in the entire underground storage room, the space
doors suddenly opened, and there were almost more than two
hundred space doors.

However, the man in the black cloak felt these space doors and
frowned slightly.

It was not because there were too many space doors, but too few. He
glanced at the merged Black Abyss Demon Gate, his face was a bit
ugly.

As expected, there was nothing wrong with the previous perception,
there was a problem with the Black Abyss Demon Gate.

How did become like this? Generally speaking, foreign objects cannot
be destroyed or damaged. How can this happen?

The man in the black cloak thought in his heart, but his actions didn't
stop at all.



His thoughts moved, and in all the space doors, black arms protruded
out and grabbed the alien objects in every room.

There are a part of D-grade alienation, a part of C-grade alienation,
and a large number of S-grade, A-grade and B-grade aliens.

In the alienation room of A39, the little girl who had been absorbed by
Lu Yuan was still lying on the ground, her face pale, and she looked
very weak.

After seeing the space suddenly opened and a giant black hand came
out, she watched as she was grabbed by a giant black hand and
dragged towards the wooden door.

The corners of the little girl's mouth split open, revealing a
bloodthirsty smile.

All this happened quietly.

At this moment, in the containment room of the Black Abyss Demon
Gate, the man in the black cloak suddenly shook and let out a painful
grunt, and the black mist around his body surged uncontrollably.

…………

In the underground containment room, two warlords, plus eight
warlords, are in the guard room.

Some of them are cultivating and some are playing games, but
everyone's spirits are tight to prevent accidents.

They also know that recently someone might have thought of the
alien object in the underground containment room.

This is why they have so many guards recently.

Everyone dare not relax their vigilance.

At this time, he was closing his eyes to rest his mind, and the war
king-class elder with white hair opened his eyes and slowly said:



"Ba Ming, time is almost up, you, Liu Yu and Kurus will go on patrol to
see if there is anything unusual."

The three masters who were playing cards all stood up and nodded.

At this moment, the white-haired warlord and the other middle-aged
warlord suddenly stopped, stood up abruptly, and looked at the inside
of the underground containment chamber. Then, the eight warlords
also got up one after another, looking suspiciously. Inside the
containment chamber.

The middle-aged Zhanhuang had a grim face, and his eyes were
extremely cold: "Old Zhang! I will lead someone over, you are
guarding at the door."

Elder Zhang's face was condensed: "Don't be arrogant, if you lose, just
let me know!"

The middle-aged war king nodded, and his body disappeared.
However, several war kings also flew in the direction where the
breath came from.

…………

In the containment room of the Black Abyss Demon Gate, the eyes of
the man in the black cloak flashed, and there was a trace of disbelief
in his ** eyes.

He could clearly feel that another servant was killed.

what happened? !

The people in the black cloak roared in their hearts. They had already
let them leave the city before. How could they be killed?

At this moment, the man in the black cloak suddenly turned his head
and looked in a direction, where a strong aura was quickly
approaching.



There was a cold murderous intent in the ** eyes of the man in the
black cloak.

The next moment, the middle-aged war emperor appeared in the
room of the Black Abyss Demon Gate.

After seeing the man in the black cloak in the room, a look of shock
appeared on the face of the middle-aged war emperor.

"How did you get in?!"

The middle-aged war emperor glanced at the wooden door that had
been unsealed, a solemn expression appeared on his face.

You need to know that this area has been solidified by special
treasures used by the Emperor-class powerhouses. Under normal
circumstances, it is absolutely difficult to enter even if it possesses
the extraordinary genes of the space system.

Even if the opponent's Space Element is extremely powerful and has
reached the emperor level or even higher quality, it may be possible
to cross the space to come here, but it will definitely shock all the
talents.

Why, the man in the black cloak came in silently, none of them
noticed?

This is not reasonable at all!

Soon several warlords also ran over, and when they saw the black
cloaked man in the containment chamber, they were also taken
aback, showing a shocked expression.

The man in the black cloak raised his head slightly and glanced at the
middle- aged warlord and several warlords outside the containment
room. A hoarse voice sounded:

"A warlord and a few warlords... also want to block me?"



There was a wisp of black mist surging around him, and in the black
mist, a strange soul emerged and let out a scream.

The powerful aura spilled out, leaving the middle-aged warlord and
the other warlords cold in their hearts.

"War Emperor?!"

The middle-aged war emperor’s pupils shrank as if the size of a
needle, and he roared, and the next moment, violent power emerged
and issued a warning.

Fighting against the powerhouses of the emperor rank, they can't
resist at all.

The man in the black cloak stretched out his pale hand and waved to
the door.

Boom! !

Countless black fog turned into a torrent and hit the door hard.

The alloy that was strong enough to withstand the warlord class
powerhouse shattered directly at this moment, and a cloud of black
mist gushed out, crashing into the middle-aged warlord and the
warlords behind him.

The middle-aged war emperor roared, and there were waves of
blue-gold spiritual power surging all over his body, forming a huge
tortoise shell phantom in front of him.

The ghost of the tortoise shell enveloped him and all the warlords.

Then he took out one after another mantras, genetic potions, and
spirit fruits. After using them, his aura quickly increased. Because the
surface of his body could not withstand too strong force, wounds
appeared, and blood continued to emerge.

Even so, the middle-aged war emperor still has no hesitation, if not,
he can't stop a war emperor level powerhouse.



After using various amplification methods, the phantom of the turtle
shell became more dazzling, and at the same time, the torrent of
black mist fell on the phantom of the turtle shell.

Boom! ! !

Cracks appeared in the ghost shell of the tortoise shell, and the next
moment it cracked directly in the middle-aged war emperor’s
somewhat horrified eyes.

The torrent of black mist hit the middle-aged warlord and the
warlords behind him, knocking them out directly.

The middle-aged war emperor hit the wall hard, coughing out a
mouthful of blood, his face pale as paper.

The few warlords behind him, although they used various life-saving
methods in time.

But in the face of an attack from a warlord-level powerhouse, just the
warlord-level life-saving means is not very useful.

Two middle-aged men and a delicate and graceful woman lost their
vitality on the spot.

The rest of the people were all lying on the ground, seriously injured
and dying.

This is still because the middle-aged war emperor blocked it with all
his strength before, otherwise, they will definitely not be spared.

After , the man in the black cloak did not continue to attack. His goal
was not to kill the guards here, but various alien objects.

The weakness of the Black Abyss Demon Gate was unexpected by the
black cloak. If only two hundred space doors can be opened at a time,
time is very pressing for him.



With a movement of his mind, he controlled the black arm to grab a
part of the alien object into the space door, and then began to open
the space door of other rooms.

At this moment, a dark space door opened, and Li Xinghai walked out
of the space door.

He glanced at the warlord and warlord-level powerhouses on the
ground, turned his head to look at the black cloaked man in the ruins,
and a frosty color appeared on his face.

The man in the black cloak also noticed Li Xinghai's arrival, and a cold
color appeared on his face.

The powerhouse at the emperor level! It's so fast.

Just as the man in the black cloak was thinking, Li Xinghai's body was
covered with the same black mist, and he wrapped it towards the
man in the black cloak.

But unlike the man in the black cloak, Li Xinghai's black fog is thick
and dark, without the weird shadow of the man in the black cloak.

The man in the black cloak was controlling the Black Abyss Demon
Gate to absorb the foreign matter, and was enveloped in the black
mist before he could react.

Within the black mist, the man in the black cloak suddenly felt that
the surrounding space had become deadly silent, and he seemed to
have come to another world.

His blood-colored eyes were icy with a hint of cold, and his voice was
hoarse: "Dark Realm?"

Li Xinghai didn't answer his question. His wrinkled face was filled with
cold killing intent, and his spiritual power surged. Dark shadows
appeared in the dark field, and the sword light raged and slashed
towards the black cloaked man in the center. past.



Even the people in the black cloak, who are also the war emperor, felt
the deadly threat.

His pupils contracted slightly, then his body turned into an afterimage
and disappeared in place.

At this moment, a black shadow appeared on the edge of the Black
Abyss Demon Gate and closed the door heavily.

As the Black Abyss Demon Gate was closed, the space doors in other
rooms also closed.

It's just that the alien that was taken away by the man in the black
cloak did not know where it went.

Seeing this scene, the man in the black cloak froze and realized that
Li Xinghai's target was the Black Abyss Demon Gate, not himself.

"Do you think it's okay if you close the Black Abyss Demon Gate? As
long as you kill you, I can still take away the alien objects here!"

There was a wave of black mist surging around him, blending into the
dark realm.

But unlike the dark realm, screaming ghost shadows also appeared.

The black mist of the man in the black cloak condensed into a long
knife with a strange face, disappeared in place, and came to Li
Xinghai's side. The long knife was severely chopped down, with the
ghost crying and howling wolf.

Li Xinghai's expression remained unchanged, and he raised the black
long sword and collided with the long sword.

锵! !

Amidst the cries of gold and iron, Li Xinghai and the black cloak began
a fierce battle in the dark realm.



Outside of the dark realm, Elder Zhang also rushed over with the two
war kings who were still in place.

After seeing the terrible situation on the ground, both Elder Zhang
and the two war kings were taken aback, and then they ran over.

"Perkin! How are you guys?"

The three of them felt their breath. After seeing the corpses of the
three war kings on the ground, their eyes were all red, and then Elder
Zhang quickly took out the potion and shouted:

"Give them a drink!"

The two warlords also hurriedly fed the potion to
them~www.mtlnovel.com~ After drinking the potion, they took out the
healing charms and treated them, Perkin and the other three still
alive warlords looked on their faces It gradually became better.

Especially the three warlords, originally they only had to hang
themselves in one breath, but now they are no longer in danger.

After Perkin recovered a bit, he quickly reached out and grabbed
Elder Zhang's arm, his voice was a little hoarse and said:

"Lao Zhang! Master Li Xinghai is dragging the invader. The target of
the invader is the alien object. You should quickly transfer the alien
object. Tell the other Lord Warlords to besiege the invader together,
for Tony and the others. Revenge!"

Elder Zhang glanced at the darkness beside him, and said:

"I have notified the other Lord Warlords that Lord Siqi is on the
way...we will transfer the alien objects immediately!"

…………

Just when the battle began in the underground containment room, in
a corner of the Imperial Capital, Tong Shu and Tong Menghan glanced
at the location of the night watchman headquarters.



Tong Shu showed a frenzy on his face, and said:

"My lord has already begun to take action, and we can also take
action. As long as this matter is done well, we can also join the
organization. At that time, we will become the masters!"

Tong Menghan's delicate face showed a touch of coldness, took a
deep breath, and said:

"I see, father."

There were wisps of jet black mist in her eyes. The next moment,
strange black shadows rushed out and rushed to the nearby
residential buildings.
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